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THE SHIFTING LANDSCAPE OF GLOBAL LEARNERS
Nonie K. Lesaux’s research into global language and literacy learning has led
to a deeper understanding of what is needed to meet the needs of today’s
adolescent learners worldwide. She says: “The model for English-Medium
Instruction* hasn’t kept pace with population growth and changes, coupled
with rapid social and economic development, over the last two decades.
"The landscape of what it means to be educated and what constitutes
being literate has changed. The next generation needs advanced literacy
and communication skills, critical thinking and problem-solving skills,
awareness of global issues, and an understanding of diverse cultures.
Where 20 years ago, there were only 1,000 international schools around
the world, largely serving children and youth of expat families, today
there are 8,000 international schools serving 4.5 million students—80% of
whom are from the school’s host country. By the way, these numbers are
estimated to double in the next decade.”

This tremendous growth in the population, and growth in diversity of the
population, is coupled with dramatic shifts in the skills our students need to
thrive today.
* English-Medium Instruction is designed for multilingual learners who live in
a non-English-speaking country and are developing social and academic English skills.
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A Large, Diverse, and Growing Population
20 Years Ago

• 1,000 Englishlanguage
international schools
worldwide

• Largely children
and youth in expat
families

Today

• 8,000 international
schools

• 4.5 million students
• 80% of students are
from the school's
host country
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10 Years From Now

• the number of
international schools
likely to double

• estimates at 16,000
schools and 8.75
million students
worldwide

KEY SHIFTS IN CURRICULUM DESIGN
Through her research, Lesaux recognized that
globalization and social and economic development
demand new skills of the next generation.

Lesaux says this about the key shift in curriculum
design: “My research was clear that if we were going
to improve learning outcomes for our growing
and diverse population of learners, we needed a
‘knowledge-building approach’ to language and
literacy instruction—an approach that places rich
content and engaging text sets at its core and focuses
on what I think of as three design principles: 1) go for
depth of learning; 2) focus on the learning process; 3)
make learning interactive.”

She says: “The world and the job market have
changed dramatically in the last ten to fifteen years.
We know that automation and technology has
changed the way that we live day to day, the way that
we work, and what we demand of our citizens.
So, that means real change for the education system
as well. We need a learning environment that maps
to today’s information age, that brings the global

“Our multilingual learners need a learning

world to the students, that builds up their oral and

environment that gives them a lot of chances to

written communication skills to be strong members of

practice their skills, to practice their language skills

a learning community, but then of society as well.”

– with each other, with a teacher – and gives them
a chance to learn collaboratively, to do research,

Key shifts in curriculum design are needed in order to
develop these competencies, including:

to engage in project-based thinking and ideas, to
develop their communication skills with one another.

– advanced literacy and communication skills

It’s very hard to learn 21st century skills if we are only
teaching to individuals. We really need collaborative

– critical thinking and problem-solving skills

learning environments and rich content to drive up

– the ability to work with new information to solve
problems and influence others

engagement and their ideation.”

– the ability to work in fluid, team-based settings
– global and cultural knowledge and competencies.

Why Key Shifts in English-Medium Instruction?

1
Millions of students around
the world share the goal of
attaining academic success
in English.
This growing population
is characterized by vast
diversity—of backgrounds
and experiences.

2

3

Globalization and economic
and social development
demand new skills.

The model for English-Medium
Instruction has not kept pace
with these rapid changes.

Today’s youth need advanced
literacy and communication
skills, critical thinking and
problem-solving skills, and
global and cultural knowledge
and competencies.

There is a pressing need to
rethink the approach in order
to meet learners’ needs and the
demands of today’s
global context.
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THE RESULT OF COLLABORATION AND RESEARCH
Lesaux says that she was attracted to the project because the curriculum designers were looking closely at the
latest research, were open to thinking differently about building students’ language and literacy skills, and were
guided by National Geographic Learning’s mission: to “bring the world to the classroom and the classroom to life.”
After years of planning, the result of Lesaux’s latest collaboration with National Geographic Learning is Lift. Lift
fulfills the needs of the next generation of global learners by engaging students with rich content and materials
that are relevant to their everyday lives and challenges. Content is built around thought-provoking unit themes
that build depth of knowledge and offer regular opportunities for inquiry, discussion, and collaboration with
peers. This approach taps adolescents’ innate social nature and harnesses the benefits of interactive learning.

She says: “When we select content for today’s learners, we’re thinking hard about the richness of the content: the
big ideas, the questions that are embedded in the content, the nature of the content itself. We’re also thinking
about who is represented in that content. Do our students see themselves? Do they see others around the world?
Can they connect? Is the content necessarily global?”

Lift is an innovative curriculum that not only builds the language and thinking skills necessary for discourse and
success—it also helps students become globally-minded citizens who are ready for the challenges of tomorrow.

Nonie says: “My collaboration with National Geographic Learning goes back to my wish for every student here in the
US and around the world, which is that we bring to them not just rich content, but a rich learning environment. That
we use curriculum to design the learning environments that will drive up engagement and understanding of the
world, which in turn will drive up language and literacy skills for every single one of our students.”

ACCESS THE WORLD THROUGH LANGUAGE, LITERACY, AND CONTENT
National Geographic Learning’s Content-based English programs prepare multilingual learners with the language
and literacy skills they need to access the world and achieve academic success in English.
Learners engage with content and literature with a global perspective, inspiring them to take action and shape their
world for the better.

For Kindergarten
REACH FOR THE STARS

For Grades 1-6
REACH HIGHER

For Grades 6-8
LIFT
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